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' _ UNITED," STATES 1 
"RODLLVI‘E B.‘ FAGEOL, or IlOSANGELES, oALironNIA ' 

3 ‘TYSNUJBIIBER ' 

Aipplicationiiiledibctober 1s,'192e.-‘ser1a1"no. li41V,9i24.'_"ReneW<-xl ember‘ 21;’ 1929. 
This invention relates to vehicle spring‘ 

suspensions" and particularly‘ pertains to 
snubbers' operating in conjunction with the I 

' vehicle springs. In the operation of vehicles ' 
5 and particularly automobilesin which it is 
common practise tosupport‘the frame upon 
the running gear by interposingspring there 
between, it has been’ ‘found that when the 
wheels of the running gear suddenlyisti-‘ike 

10 irregularities in the contour of the roadway, 
. the weight ot the vehicle would tend to con 

‘ tlnue in its general direction of travel ‘and 
~ will causethe springs upon which it is support- ‘ 
ed to be,’ violently de?ected-It its-intended 

15 that the-de?ection of the springs i-vill absorb 
theshock and that minimum amount of it‘v 

. ‘will be transferred to the-frame; In opera 
:tion, however,‘ the deflection ofthe springsis 
‘followed b Y a. rebound of thees )rinqs as the ' 

‘so tendrto‘restore themselves to anormal posi 
' tioinancl this rebound imoarts a-violent force . l 

to the automobile frame and body. Itis the‘ 
- principal object of the present invention to ‘ 
provide a vehicleshock absorber or snubber 

' which wlllpermit the downward ClGflQCtlOil of 
= the springs with substantial ease, but which‘ 

7 will automatically build up resistance against 
the upward rebound of the springs in a man 
ner to'n'iaterlaliy check thls rebound and thus 

(L 

This resistance is built up hyper-eating Eric; 
tion between the leaves ofthe spring, and by 

' utilizing the tendency-‘0f an inherently yield 
able block or pad to resistlateral‘de?ection. 
, ‘he lattcrcharacteristic offa block or- pad is 
utilized whenisuch block or pad is adherently 
or non-slidably ‘mounted on a spring leaf or’ 

> leaves so that when the leaf or leaves'teiid to 
move endwlse they are incapable ‘of doing 

to so withoutcausing lateralde?ection otthe 
block. \ When such deflection ‘is caused a 
yielding or cushioned resistance is imposed on 
the action of the springs, particularly on the 
rebound, and such block completely absorbs 

as minor shocks and partially. absorbs major 
shocks. This invention accordingly, aims 

' both‘ to restrict the freedomifor relativemove 
ment of the vspring leaves by setting up a 
yielding friction between them7 but ‘at the‘ 

LJ'SHD'IG time to‘ utilize the means thatlcauses 

" sorbyin whole or in 

increase the riding qualities of the vehicle.’ 

the setting up ofthe vyielding friction to ab 
part1 the shocks applied 

to the vehicle spring. ' v . I‘ 

V The present invention ' contemplates the 
applicationlof means to-theileavesof'a- mule" 55 f 
tiple-leaf spring which will tend tofcreat'e- " 
friction between the leaves7 and’ wi'll'also 
o?'er yieldable resistance to *the‘longitudinal - 
movement of the leaves with relation to ‘each 
other. " '; ' f” ‘ V» 

The present invention contemplates further _ 
the application of a pad or block’ ofresilient ' ' 
material‘elirectly‘to meat-oi» leaves ‘of the " 
spring so that the high coefficient of ‘friction 
'betweensuch material and metal‘: is made use’ 65 
of in preventing slipping‘; ‘of'thle spring leaf 
or leaves-with respect to the resilient material, 
WherebyTwhenthe leaf‘or-‘lea'vesimovejthe re- ' ' 

silient material adjacent ‘said leaf orleaves 
moves therewith to c-auselthefshocks 'toivbe 70 iv. 
cushioned‘ or ab'sorbed'ini the body of‘ithe 're- > 
silient material. I ' 7 f ~ ‘ " y i 

The inventionis illustrated by, way of ample'i'n the accompanying drawings; in» 

which-‘- , _ ' to A " ‘ Figure '1 is aiview' in side ‘elevation show» 

ing, the_ vehicle frame- equipped‘ with semis 
elliptical front-‘and rear springs and further 
"provided with the snubbers with which!‘ the 
present invention islco-ncer'ned. _ ~ > 

Figure 2 IS an enlarged cVIBW 1n perspec-v . 
‘tive showingthe ?tting of the'snubber; 

FigureS is an enlarged view in plan show 
ingthe siiubber fitting with; theresilient pad ’ 
app‘i ’ 

fastening bolt in section; ‘ I . v 

Figure et-is an enlarged vicvvgin transverse 
section through the snubberas seen onthe f 
line lee-40f Figure 1;‘ >_ - 
Figure 5 is a!‘ view in longitudinal section 

showing the snubber applied as viewed on 
.the line 5-5-5‘ of Figure 4. i , ‘ l 

‘ Figure 6 is a view in'longitudinal section I 
showing a modi?ed .\ form of the snubber 91' 
structure. ‘ ‘ ~ 

Figure ‘7 is a View in front elevation dis 
closing the application of‘ the-‘present invenr 

- tion to vehicle springs o'f'the Ford type.- v v 

Figure 8 is a viewilin longitudinalsection 170 

60' 
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ed thereto and furtherdisclosing "the 85‘ 
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through a form of the invention designed to 
be used with cars of heavy load capacity. 

Figure 9 is a view in side elevation show 
ing the structure of Figure 8, but embodying 
the use of a single ‘clamping bolt on each side 
of the spring. ; ~ 'I ' 

Figure 10. is‘ aview}; intransverse ,sec 
tion ,on line 10+10 throughthe ‘structure 

‘ shown in Figure 8. a ' 

'0 
A. 

N) CH 

Figure 11 is a view in section and side 
elevation showing the application‘of-the~re-<v 
.silient pad'to another form of snubber-‘if , 

Figure 12 is a View in side'elevation show; 
ing the application of the resilient pad to_a_ 
compression spring form of snubber; 

Figures 13 and 14 areviews in section 
and side elevation showing the application 
of the resilient pad to gravity operatedshock 
absorbers. ’ y . r 

Referring more 
ings: - I . - 

10 indicates a vehicle main frame here in 
dicated as being supported upon a frontv 
axle 11 and a rear axle 12. iA front semi 
elliptical spring 13 is interposed between the 

particularly to the draw 

front axle 12gand the main frame while a. 
rear semi-elliptical spring 1/} is here shown 
as interposed between the rear axle and the . 
frame. . . . p > . 

‘ It will be understood,’ however, that the 
present invention is not limited to the use ' 
of semi-elliptical springs, but that other. 

. multiple-leaf springs may be used if desired. 

60 

The present invention is intendedto vcreate 
friction between the leaves of a multiple-leaf 
spring and to yieldingly resist longitudinal 
movement ofthe leaves. ‘ One form ofthe 
structurev for ‘accomplishing this result is 
shown in, Figures 1 to 10 of the drawings, 
while modified formsare shown in Figures 
.11 to 1-’1, inclusive. . 

Referring, particularly to Figures 1 to 10, 
inclusive, ltwill be, seen that a ?tting 15 is 
provided. 

edges by an up-t-urned ?ange 17, thus form 
ing a rectangular pocket into. which a re~ 
silient pad 18 may be seated. The resilient 
pad is formed with a plurality of steps or 
block portions. The number of these steps 
may be varied. to suit requirement How 
ever, in Figures 3 and 6 these stmjsare'in 
dicated as being three in number and are 
indicated ‘by the reference numerals 19, 9.0 
and?l. In Figure 7 of the drawing ‘there 
‘are only two steps of the resilient pad shown 
indicated by the numerals .19 and 20. ‘ ' 

This pad is preferably'made of “rubber 
which has considerableresilience. The steps 
or separate blocks 19, 20 and 21 vary in 
height in direct proportion to the variation 
in the thicknesses of the leaves of the spring. 
By particular reference to Figures Sand 6 
it will therefore- be seen that the lower. step 
will engage the spring leaf 22, the next suc 

his , ?tting comprises ‘ a base _ 
plat-e16 winch is boundedialong its marginal. 
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ceeding step will engage the ovehanging 
spring leaf 28, and the block 21 will engage 
the next succeeding overhanging leaf 24. 

> For reasons which will be hereinafter set 
forth, the blocks of the pad are united along P 
their base portions and are separated above 
the base plate as indicated >at25and 26. The 
iplatelo with pad ‘18 seated thereupon 'is' 

, clamped against the graduated overlapping 
faces of the lspringlleaves by a U-bolt 27,_fas 
showh-in Fiquresiét, ‘5, (Sand 7 of the d ‘aw 
ings,*while other clamping means are pro 
vided for the form shown in Figure 8 of the 
drawings.rv In any event, the clamp struc 
ture embraces thesprin'g and places the blocks 
of the reslhent pad under- uniform cornpres- » 
sion so that they will exert a constant pressure 
againstthe respective-spring leaves and will 
create a de?nite sliding friction between the , 
leaves when thelleaves slide longitudinally 
relative to’ each other during deflection.= The 
shifting movement of the‘ individual leaves 
is also resisted when the leaves’ are de?ected, 
due to the ‘frictional engagement of the re 
silient‘blocks with the under faces ‘of the 
leaves and in a manner to make it necessary 
for the leaves to distort the blocks andto move. 
against this resistance. =The fitting 15 is held 
in place and prevented from laterally'shift 
ing on the springs bymeans of side guides 275 
and 28. . These guides are here shown as being 
segments of a-circleand asserving the dual 
purpose of centering the'snubber upon the 
spring and alsoneatly concealing. the VU-bolt' 
27 which extends downwardly along opposite 
sides of the spring and through the base of 

. the-?tting 15. v By reference to-Figure 4 of the 
drawing it will be seen that the vertical edges 
29 of the guides 27’ and 28 extend parallel to 
each other and along. opposite sides of the 

. spring leaveswhere they are held when the 
U-bolts are clamped in position. The U-bolts 
are preferably ?tted with relatively long 
acorn nuts 30 which are threaded a su?icient 

.> distance to permit'considerable take-up to be 
’ had when adJuStment 1s req uired. It will also 
be understood that the fitting 15 is suitably 

by the tension of the'tightened U-bolt or other 
action incident to the operation of the springs. 
lnthe form of the invention shownin' Figure 

l)‘ of the drawing, the base plate 16 is stepped 
correspondingly with the variation in height. 
of thefaces of the resilient blocks and in this 

ill) 

105) 

110 

1 webbed and braced so that there will not be , 
:any breaking strain imposed upon the ?tting 

manner some of the resilient material is coir‘ ‘ 

served. . . 

By referring to Figure 7 of the drawing, it 
will be seen‘ that a snubber is provided of rela~ 
tively short dimension, since in application 
upon the Ford type of car it 1s only necessary 
to act against two springs.‘ It will be found 
apparent that since the graduated springs 
are reversed in position as compared with the 
.multiplesleaf springs shown in Figure 1 of» i' 
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10 
- plate 32. 

the drawing, the snubber will of necessity be 
reversed. and will be placed upon the-‘topof 
the spring. ‘ > 

In: the use. of‘ the present invention with 
springs designed forheavy duty,~it has been 
found‘desirable to, create ‘a yieldable'pres 
sure upon opposite sides of the spring. For 
thatureason, an auxiliary resilient pad3l is 
mounted upon the upper long-leaf of the 
spring and is held in position by a clamping 

This plateis forniedwith' over-7 
hanging sidemembers 33 agreeing substan 
tially in form and demensions withthe mem 
bers 27’ and 28 of the. lower fitting and sew- 
ing the samepurpose in thatrthe ?tting and 
plate will .be. heldra-gainst lateral twisting 
movement By the use ‘of the ?tting15 and 
the plate 32 it isipossibleto. eliminate the U 
bolt 27 and to provide a pair ofstraight bolts‘ 
Stand 35,1vhich pass down through the mem— 

*bers and along opposite sides of the spring. 
Attention is further directed to the fact that 
if desired the blocks may be completely sepa 

theiitting 15. v , ¢ . ‘1 _ 

In the form of the invention shown in Fig 
ure 11, aresilientblock 36’ is'discl'osed as be-. 
ing interposed between one arm of 'a clamp 
member 37’f-and the. face of ‘a spring leaf. 

rated and spaced apartby webs 36 formed-in 

! This. olampin'gsdevice is vinountedlupon the 
spring ‘inla manner. to create'frictional c0n~ 
tact'between two‘of the'leaves. } In'th'e struc 
ture shown in Figure‘ 12 substantially the 
same thing is true with‘ theaddition that a 
resilient spring ‘~38 is clamped against the 
leaf'on one side and holds a block ofresilient ' 
springs against one of the leaves on- the op 
lposite sideof the spring. Figures 13 and let 
show. amodi?cation of the invention in which 
a; gravity operated» pendulum. member 39 
swings downwardly on rebound in the car 
to create friction between the leaves, and this 
member co-operatesw-ith the resilientblock 
40} designed to increasingly resist theshift 
,ingngovement of the leaves on ‘rebound of 
the. springs. . _ , I 

' In operation of the present invention, the 
".sniibber is applied to the spring in a manner 
best; suited to the design» of the spring and 
theload‘intended to be'carried thereby." ‘ It 
has beenfound in practise that it is desirable 
to place the snubber onithe outer halves of 
the springs extending" from the axles to the 
spy ing ‘hornsandit has also'been found de 
sirable‘ to place the 'snubber of the front 
sprino's ata point closer to the ends ofthe 
springs-than the snubbers are placed on the 
rear springs. It ‘will thus be apparent that 
experiment has proven that variation in 
action may be obtained by varying the ‘reins 

» tive positions of tho snubbersin their‘ap 

elusive, theifaces on the spring leaves against 
whichthe-resilient blocks are-tobear are ?rst 

plicationupon the springs. In- the form of 
the-invention shown,v in Figures 1 to'lOQ m 

.the spring blocks vand the‘gspring' leaves 
‘against which they are clamped.’ It is to be 

vblocks bearing thereagainst. ~Whenar spring 

eachfother, V p 

to: distort and shift the resilient: blocks will » 
"bQ-l'GSlSt?d by the compression of the blocks ' 

i 3 

thoroughly cleanedso thatrythe ?at surfaces 
of the blocks Willi-rest ‘?rmly ‘thereagainst', 
after which the snubbers are. applied and 
clamped to a‘desiredtension byith'e U-bolts 
27‘0r'the bolts3ét and 35... In practise it is 
found that after the spring blocks have been 
thus clamped against the face of the springs, 
theywvillifrictionally engage .the same and 
normal ‘operationof the spring will notcause 
any relative ' movement , between the’. faces of 

understood that the bolts create a desired 
' compression of the resilient blocks which will 
of. necessity slightly deform the blocks as F. i 
.inoicatedin Figure ,5 ofythe drawing._ By? 
this constant yielding pressure, the springs 
‘against which-‘the resilient blocks rest, as 
well as all of the springs embraced by the 

a U~b0lts or the plate and bolts of .FigurelO, 
‘ will be clamped together in a mass whichwill 

v permit them to slide relative 1 to each other 
during de?ect-ionof the spring, but against 
frictional resistance causedby the resilient , ' 

... t 

is deflected, therefore, on the down stroke, 
‘ the Weight o'fthe ,carwill overcomethe ,frice 
tion existing between leaves 1 and 'willcause ' 
the spring to reachlyde?ect "under the-shock 
of impact. -When', however, therebound- of i" 
the spring takes place,’ the action vwillanotr 
be accompanied by such- violent-force ason' 
the downstroke and the‘friction between,‘ i 
the, springleaves- as caused-bythe resilient 4 
block willtend to retardthe rebound ofthe V 
spring ‘and cause itto return to its normal, ' 

Attentiop is also. directed to the fact that" 
position with aminimum shock ‘to the frame. ‘ 5 

whenany shifting movement takes place Ibe- 5 
tween the leaves agamst‘ which the blocks 
bear,» the upwardly projecting and separated 
portions of the blocks will be distorted and 
shifted in the direction of movement of :the 
leaves. _ This I distortion must be brought ' 
about'in a mass of rubber which is under coin— 
p‘ression ‘and due to the-fact that the contact-l 
ring faces of the leavesand the'resilient blocks 
have neglio‘ible movement. with relation .._ to‘ 

it will be evidentithat any‘ force 

themselves. In this manner the. resilient 
blocks “"1ll_.¢_f()1‘l'_11 the double purpose- of creat- : 
ing-yieldable friction between the. spring 
leaves 'andcalso resistinev theindividual shift-- . 
111g movement’ ofithe separate leaves. ‘ 
In the formsiof the- invention shown in 

Figures 11 to 15%, inclusive, tne same result is , 
obtainedfrom the use of the resilient block as 
was obtained in the other forms ofjthe inven 
tmnshovvn in the drawings. ‘ 

lt-will, thus be seen that the device here 

5110 

i151 

12o 

disclosed provides a simple structure adapt‘ it 
edto-vbevmounted upon the multiple leaves of '7 
vehicle’ springs without- alteration or re} lee 
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placement of parts, and which will act to 
create'a positive and desirable resistance to 
spring rebound, thereby increasing therid~ 
ing qualities of the car and eliminating ob 
jectionable vibration which would otherwise 
‘be imparted to the parts of the vehicle struc~ 
ture. H ._ v I 

iVhile I have shown the preferred formof 
my invention, as now known to me, it will be 
understood that various changes may be made 
in the combination, construction and arrange 
ment of the parts by those skilled in the art 
without departing from the spirit of the. 
invention as claimed. 
Having thus described my invention, what 

‘I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is- r 

1. In combination wltha multl-leaf spring, 
a plurality of’ resilient members separately. 
iearing‘ against the exposed overlapping 
faces of the spring leaves, and vmeans for 
clamping said members against said exposed] 
faces whereby yieldable friction'will be pro 
duced'betwecn the contacting aces of the sev 
eralleaves. ‘ r ' ' 

2'. In combination witha multi-leaf spring, 
a plurality of resilient members separately 
bearing against the exposed overlapping faces 
of the spring leaves, and means for clamp 
ing said members against said exposed faces 

7 whereby longitudinal movement of the leaves 

35 

‘with relation to each other will be resisted. 
3. In combination with a inulti-leaf spring, 
plurality of resilient members separately 

bearing against the exposed ‘overlapping 
faces of the spring leaves, and means for 
clamping said members against said exposed 
faces whereby yieldable friction avlll be pro 

' 'duced between the contacting faces of the 
'7 40 

45 

50 

60 
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‘several leaves and whereby longitudinal 
movement of the leaves with relation to each 
other will be resisted .' > i 

4. In combination with amulti-leaf vehicle 
spring, a resilient pad ‘having a united base 
portion and a plurality of blocks projecting 
therefrom of graduated length, said blocks 
being formed with flat faces to contact 
againstsuccessive overlapping exposed faces 
of the vehicle spring ‘leaves, a plate disposed 
beneath the pad, and means embracing the 
spring and securing the faces of the block 
against the spring leaves. I - 

5. In combination with a multi-lea-f ve 
hicle spring, a resilient pad having a united. 
base portion and a plurality of blocks pro 
jecting therefrom of graduated length, said 
blocks being formed with ‘flat faces to con 
tact against successive overlapping exposed 
faces of the vehicle spring leaves, a plate 
disposed beneath the pad, means embracing 
the spring and securing the faces of the 
block against the spring leaves, and means 
forming a part of vthe plate for centering 
the plate uponthe spring and for prevent 
ing lateral or twisting movement thereon 

between the 

to cushion the action-of said spring. 
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' 6. In combination with a multi-leaf ‘ve 
hicle spring, yieldable'means comprising a 
pad bearing ?rmly upon a substantial por 
tion of a plurality of leaves and means to 
clamp said leaves and pad together. 

--7. In combination with a multi-leaf ve 
hicle spring,~‘means bearing ‘firmly upon a 
substantial portion of a plurality of leaves 
for individuallyresisting longitudinal move 
ment of the separate spring leaves. 

‘ 8. In combinationrwith a multi-leafve 
hicle spring, means embracing -a plurality 
of leaves’for individually.clamping them 
one against the other, and vmeans bearing 
upon a, substantial portion'and interposed 
between the individual. leaves and the 
clamping means for ‘creating yieldable fric 
tion between adjacent leaves. ' 

9. In combination with a‘multi-le'af ve 
hicle spring, means embracing a plurality 
,of leaves for individually clamping them 
one‘ against the other, and means having 
relatively large bearing surfaces interposed 

individual leaves and the 
clamping means for creating yieldable fric 
tion between adjacent leaves andfor yield 
ably resisting longitudinal movement of the 
indii idual leaves.’ 
'10. In combination w1th a multi-leaf ve-' 

hicle spring, meansembracing a-plurahty 
‘of leaves for individually clamping them 
one against the other, and means having a 
plurality of separated relatively wide bear 
ing surfaces interposed between the separate ~ 
leaves and the clamping means for individ 
uallv resisting longitudinal movement of 
the leaves. ' i 1 j ‘ 

11. In combination with a vehicle spring 
having a plurality of leaves arranged in jux 
taposition, adjustable clamping means em— 
bracing certain of said leaves, and resilient 
means between said clamping means and said 
sprinv and directly contacting with the latter 

12. In combination with a vehicle spring 
having a plurality of leaves arranged in 
juxtaposition, adjustable clamping means 
embracing certain of said leaves, and a pad‘of 
resilient material between said I clamping 
means and said spring non-slidably‘ Contact‘ 
ing therewith whereby said pad Wlll cushion 
the action of said spring. ~ » _ 

18. In combination with a. vehicle spring 
having a plurality of leaves of varying length 
arranged in juxtaposition, adjustable clamp-'v 
ing means embracing certain of said leaves, 
and resilient means disposed between said 
clamping means and said spring and con 
tacting the exposed ‘ends of a plurality of 
leaves,whcreby yielding pressure may be _va~ 
riably applied to said‘last named leaves. ' 

14. In combination with’ a vehicle spring 
having a plurality of leaves of varying length 
arranged in juxtaposition, adjustable clamp 
ing means embracing certain of said leaves, 

CO 
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and a resilient pad arranged between said 
means and the exposed ends of a plurality of 
leaves and non-slidably engaging said-leaves 
whereby longitudinal movement of said 
leaves is cushioned by said’ pad. 

15. In combination with a vehicle spring ' 
having a plurality of leaves of varying length 
arranged in juxtapositiom'of a pad of resili-' ' 
ent material ‘directly and non-slidably con 
tacting with a portion of said spring whereby 
action of said spring is cushioned byv said‘ 
resilient material, and means to maintain 
said pad firmly in contact with said spring. ‘ 

16. In’ combination with a vehicle spring 
havinga plurality of leaves of varying length 
arranged in juxtaposition, of, a pad of rubber - 
directly and non-slidably contacting with a 
substantial "portion of said" spring ‘so that ' 
the action of said spring is cushioned by the 
rubber of said pad, andmeans to maintain 
said pad ?rmly in contact with said spring. 

17 . A snubber for a multieleaf vehicle 
spring comprising a plurality of resiliently 
yieldable sections of material, each section a 
being of substantial area and adapted to ?rm 
ly engage a di?erent spring leaf to yield 
ingly and ‘variably vresist relative longitudi 
nal movement between thespring leaves. 

' 18. A snubber for multi-leaf vehicle 
springs comprisinga resilient block having 
surfaces adapted to contact directly with a 
plurality of spring leaves, means to hold said 
block in ?rm contact with said leaves where- _ 
by relative longitudinal movement between 
the leaves is yieldingly resisted. , Y‘ 

‘19. A snubber for multi-leaf vehicle 
springs, comprising a resilient block shaped 
to engage a plurality of spring leaves over a' 
substantial area of each of said leaves, said 

' block being substantially resilient in‘ a plu 
ralityof directions, and meansto ?rmly press 
said block into direct contact with said leaves. 

20. A snubber for a multiple leaf vehicle 
spring embodying a plurality of leaves of 
varying lengths, the shorter leaves being rela~ 1, 
tively free at their ends comprising resilient 
means contacting adjacent the relatively free 
ends of a plurality of the shorter leaves, and 
means surroundingsaid leaves and a longer 
leaf to clamp said resilient means against 
said shorter leaves. 1 > ' ' 

' ‘ ROLLIE B. FAGEOL. 


